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Applications of combinatorial groups to
Hopf invariant and the exponent problem

JELENA GRBIĆ

JIE WU

Combinatorial groups together with the groups of natural coalgebra transformations
of tensor algebras are linked to the groups of homotopy classes of maps from the
James construction to a loop space. This connection gives rise to applications to
homotopy theory. The Hopf invariants of the Whitehead products are studied and a
rate of exponent growth for the strong version of the Barratt Conjecture is given.

55P35; 55Q25, 55Q15, 16W30

1 Introduction

The study of the groups of homotopy classes of maps from one topological space to
another has always been the central problem of algebraic topology. In this paper we
are concerned with the natural maps from loop suspensions to loop spaces. To study
them we develop a method which arises from the relations between combinatorial
groups and the natural coalgebra transformations of tensor algebras established in the
predecessor [6] to this paper. In particular, let R be a commutative ring with identity,
and let Coalg.A.�/;B.�// denote the group of natural coalgebra transformations
over R between functors A and B . The tensor algebra T .V / generated by a free
R–module V has a natural coalgebra filtration (the James filtration) fJn.V /gn�0 given
by Jn.V / D

L
j�n Tj .V / for n � 0, where Tj .V / denotes the j -th stage of the

tensor length filtration for T .V /, that is, Tj .V /D V ˝j . Let C.V /D J1.V /. For two
R–modules C and D , define their smash product C ^D to be the quotient module

C ^D D .C ˝D/=.C ˝R R˚R˝R D/:

By V ^n we denote the n–fold self smash product of V .

In [6] we defined combinatorial groups KR
n , HR

n , RH.l/n , RH.l/;.k/n and KR
n .k/ such

that there are group isomorphisms:

Coalg.C.�/˝n/;T .�//ŠKR
n Coalg.Jn.�/;T .�//ŠHR

n

Coalg.Jn.�
˝l/;T .�//Š RH.l/n Coalg.Jn.�

˝l/;T .�˝k//Š RH.l/;.k/n

Coalg.C.�/˝n/;T .�^k//ŠKR
n .k/
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for 1 � n � 1. As a consequence of these group identifications and the fact that
Coalg.A.�/;B.�// is contained inside the algebra of natural linear transformations
HomR.A.�/;B.�//, there exist faithful representations of the above combinatorial
groups in the algebras of natural linear transformations of tensor algebras.

The first issue we address in this paper is a geometrical realization of the stated algebraic
relations. Restrict the commutative ring R to Z or Z=pr . Let X be a space such
that its reduced diagonal x�W X �! X ^X is null homotopic. Denote the n–fold self
smash product of X by X .n/ . The connection between the combinatorial groups KR

n ,
HR

n , RH.l/n , RH.l/.k/n and KR
n .k/ and the groups of homotopy classes of maps from

the James construction on spaces with a null homotopic reduced diagonal to a loop
space will be given by constructing injective group homomorphisms:

eX W K
R
n �! ŒX n;J.X /� eX W HR

n �! ŒJn.X /;J.X /�

eX W
RH.l/n �! ŒJn.X

.l//;J.X /� eX W
RH.l/.k/n �! ŒJn.X

.l//;J.X .k//�

eX W K
R
n .k/ �! ŒX n;J.X .k//�

(see Propositions 2.3, 2.8, 2.13, 2.19, 2.24).

We then proceed to apply the just established group-geometrical model to problems
in homotopy theory. In 1931 Hopf defined what is nowadays known as the Hopf
invariant in order to study maps between spheres of different dimensions which cannot
be distinguished homologically. Ever since, Hopf invariants and their relations with
Whitehead products have been widely studied (see for instance Cohen and Taylor [5]
and Wu [12]), and these have various applications in homotopy theory to the homotopy
groups of spheres, exponent problems and LS–category. The first application of our
group-geometrical model is to calculate the generalized k -th Hopf invariant of the
n-fold Whitehead product when k does not divide n and to determine the second Hopf
invariant of the 4–fold Whitehead product.

Recall that for any pointed space X , the James–Hopf map Hk W J.X / �! J.X .k// is
combinatorially defined by

Hk.x1x2 : : :xn/D
Y

1�i1<i2<���<ik�n

.xi1
xi2

: : :xik
/

with right lexicographical order in the product. The n–fold Samelson product fW n on
X is given by the composite

fW n W X ^ : : :^X
E^:::^E
�! �†X ^ : : :^�†X

ŒŒ ; �;:::;�
�! �†X
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where E W X �!�†X is the canonical inclusion and the second map ŒŒ ; �; : : : ; � is
the n–fold commutator. The n–fold Whitehead product Wn on X is defined as the
adjoint of the n–fold Samelson product fW n .

Theorem 1.1 Let X be a pointed space with the null homotopic reduced diagonal
x�W X �!X ^X . Then for n> k ,

J.X .n//
�Wn
�! J.X /

Hk
�! J.X .k//

is null homotopic if k does not divide n.

The case when k divides n is much more subtle. Here we determine the first non-trivial
case, that is, the second Hopf invariant of the 4–fold Whitehead product, leaving the
description of the general case as a future project.

Theorem 1.2 For X as in Theorem 1.1, define the map ˆW †X .4/ �!†X .4/ as

ˆD �34� �12�34C �14�23C �13�24

where � is the twist map. Then there is a commutative diagram

�†X .4/

�ˆ
��

�W4 // �†X

H2

��

�†X .4/
�W2.X

.2// // �†X .2/

where Wn denotes the n-th fold Whitehead product and H2 the second James–Hopf
map.

The second application of our method is concerned with exponent problems in homotopy
theory. In general, two types of exponents of a given space X can be considered. Let
p be a prime. The mod p homotopy exponent of a space X is pr if that is the
least power of p which annihilates the p–torsion component of ��.X /. Denote the
mod p homotopy exponent of X by exp.X / D pr . A stronger notion is that of a
multiplicative (or H -) exponent. If Y is an H –space, then the p -th power map is

given by the composite pW Y
�
�! Y ˝p

�
�! Y , where � is the multiplication on Y .

The multiplicative exponent of Y is pr if that is the least power of p such that
pr W Y �! Y is null homotopic, while pr�1 W Y �! Y is essential. We say that Y

has no multiplicative exponent if the pr -th power map on Y is essential for all r 2N.

A major exponent conjecture was posed by Barratt.
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The Barratt Conjecture Let f W †2X �! Y be a map of order pr in Œ†2X;Y �.
Then

prC1 Im
�
f� W ��.†

2X / �! ��.Y /
�
D 0:

In particular, if the identity map on †2X is of order pr in Œ†2X; †2X �, then the
mod p exponent of †2X is prC1 , that is,

prC1��.†
2X /D 0:

A strong version of the Barratt Conjecture is concerned with the multiplicative exponent
of †2X and can be stated as follows.

The Strong Barratt Conjecture Let f W †2X �! Y be a map of order pr in
Œ†2X;Y �. Then

�2f W �2†2X �!�2Y

has order bounded by prC1 in Œ�2†2X; �2Y �.

We start with a map f W X �!�Y such that pr Œf �D 0 in the group ŒX; �Y �. Let
J.f /W J.X / �!�Y be its multiplicative extension to the James construction. Using
the combinatorial description of the group of homotopy classes of maps from the James
filtration fJn.X /gn�0 to a loop space, we estimate the rate of growth of the order of
the map J.f /.

Theorem 1.3 Let X D †X 0 be a suspension and let f W X �!�Y be a map such
that pr Œf � D 0 in the group ŒX; �Y �. Let J.f /W J.X / �! �Y be the canonical
multiplicative extension of f . Then the following hold.

(1) The map
J.f /jJn.X / W Jn.X / �!�Y

has order prCt in ŒJn.X /;�Y � if n< ptC1 .
(2) The composite

JptC1.X /
J .f /jJ

ptC1 .X/

�! �Y
prCt

�! �Y

is homotopic to the composite

JptC1.X /
pinch
�! X .ptC1/

pr�1.
P
�2†

ptC1�1
1^�/

�! X .ptC1/
fW

ptC1

�! J.X /
J .f /
�! �Y;

where prCt W �Y �!�Y is the prCt -th power map, fW n is the n–fold Samel-
son product and

1^ �.x1 ^ � � � ^xptC1/D x1 ^x�.2/ ^ � � � ^x�.ptC1/ W X
.ptC1/ �!X .ptC1/

is the map which permutes positions.
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(3) Let g D J.f / ıfW ptC1 ı .
P
�2†

ptC1�1
1^ �/ ıpr�1 W X .ptC1/ �!�Y . This

is an equivariant map with respect to the symmetric group action, that is,

g ı � ' g

for any � 2†ptC1 .

It is important to emphasize that parts .2/ and .3/ of Theorem 1.3 express the first non-
trivial obstruction to the exactness of the Barratt Conjecture in terms of a computable
equivariant map. Some special properties of the trace map ˆD

P
�2†n

� allows us
to give a more detailed description of the first obstruction in the case when X is a
two-cell complex (see Proposition 4.4 and Theorem 4.6).

When originally formulated, the Barratt Conjecture did not have any example which
supported it. The first known example that satisfies the statement of the Barratt
Conjecture was the odd primary Moore space. Neisendorfer [7], following Cohen,
Moore, and Neisendorfer’s work [3] on the decomposition of the loop space on the
mod pr Moore space, showed that �2Pn.pr / has multiplicative exponent prC1 .
When p is an even prime, Theriault [10] showed that when r � 6 the Moore space
Pn.2r / has exponent 2rC1 . The existent of bounded exponent for the mod 2 Moore
space remains a mystery. Our next goal is to find a property of Pn.2/ that will shed
some light on the exponent problem.

Proposition 1.4 Let X D Pn.2/ be the n–dimensional mod 2 Moore space with
n� 3. Then the composite

X .3/ Œ2�
�!X .3/

P
�2†3

�

�! X .3/

is null homotopic and therefore by Theorem 1.3 .2/, the power map

8jJ4.Pn.2// W J4.P
n.2// �! J.Pn.2//'�.PnC1.2//

is null homotopic.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we translate the algebraic model of [6]
into geometry, establishing relations between combinatorial groups and the groups of
natural transformations of a tensor algebra with the groups of homotopy classes of maps
from the James construction to a loop space. Applications of this algebraic-geometric
model to homotopy theory are given in Sections 3 and 4. In Section 3 we consider the
Hopf invariant of the Whitehead product and prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. The exponent
problem, with the emphasis on a rate of exponent growth for the Barratt Conjecture is
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treated in Section 4. In particular, in this section we describe some properties of the
8-th power map on the mod 2 Moore space Pn.2/ proving Proposition 1.4.

Acknowledgements The authors would like to thank Professors John Berrick, Fred
Cohen, Paul Selick and Stephen Theriault for their helpful suggestions and kind
encouragement. The first author would also like to thank Professor John Berrick
and the second author for making it possible for her to visit the National University of
Singapore for a term and providing her with such a friendly working atmosphere.

2 Geometrical realisations

If X is a connected C W complex, the Bott–Samelson theorem says that
H�.�†X / is isomorphic as an algebra to T . eH �.X //, where T denotes the tensor
algebra. We can make T . eH �.X // into a coalgebra by requiring that the elements ofeH �.X / are primitive and then extend to all of T . eH �.X // via the multiplication. If X

is itself a suspension, then T . eH �.X // with this Hopf algebra structure is isomorphic
as a Hopf algebra to H�.�†X /.

The James construction Let X be a topological space with a non-degenerate base-
point � and a compactly generated topology. Then the James construction J.X /

on X is the free topological monoid generated by X subject to the single relation
that the basepoint � is the unit. Combinatorially, the James construction J.X / is
obtained from the disjoint union

F1
kD1 X k by identifying .x1; : : : ;xi ; : : : ;xk/ with

.x1; : : : ; yxi ; : : : ;xk/ if xi D �. Non-unit points of J.X / can thus be thought of as
words .x1; : : : ;xk/ of length k , with no xi being the unit. Let qn W X

n �! Jn.X / be
the quotient map. The James filtration fJn.X /gn�0 with J0.X /D � and J1.X /DX

is induced by the word-length filtration. It follows readily that Jn.X /=Jn�1.X / is
homeomorphic to X .n/ . The fundamental properties of J.X / are as follows:

(1) if X is path connected, then J.X / is (weak) homotopy equivalent to �†X ;

(2) the quotient †qn W †X n �!†Jn.X / has a functorial cross-section;

(3) the inclusion †Jn�1.X / �!†Jn.X / has a functorial retraction;

(4) there is a functorial decomposition

(2–1) †Jn.X /'

n_
jD1

†X .j/

for 0� n�1.
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Recall that a space X has a weak LS –category less than k if the reduced diagonal
x�k W X �!X .k/ is null homotopic. The spaces that we will consider in the following
sections will be path connected and will have a weak LS –category less than 2, that
is, the reduced diagonal x�W X �! X ^X is null homotopic (for example, if X is a
co-H space).

Geometrical Cohen groups Let X be a pointed path connected space, X n the n–
fold self Cartesian product of X and X .k/ the k –fold self smash product of X . Let
J.X / be the James construction of X . The following groups were introduced by
Cohen in [2] and Wu [12].

Definition 2.1 Let Kn.X / denote the subgroup of ŒX n;J.X /� generated by the
homotopy classes xi for 1� i � n, where xi is represented by the composite

X n pi
�!X

E
�! J.X /

where pi W X
n �!X is the i -th coordinate projection given by

pi.x1;x2; � � � ;xn/D xi ;

and E W X �! J.X / is the canonical inclusion.

Proposition 2.2 (Cohen [2]) Let X be a path connected space with weak LS –
category less than 2. Then, in the group ŒX n;JX �, the following identities hold:

(1) ŒŒxi1
;xi2

; � � � ;xik
�D 1 if is D it for some 1� s < t � k ,

where ŒŒa1; a2; � � � ; al �DŒ� � � Œa1; a2�; � � �; �; al � with Œx;y�D x�1y�1xy ;

(2) ŒŒx
n1

i1
;x

n2

i2
; � � � ;x

nl

ik
�D ŒŒxi1

;xi2
; � � � ;xik

�n1n2���nl :

Recall that the Cohen group Kn is defined combinatorially as follows. The Cohen group
Kn.x1;x2; : : : ;xn/ is the quotient group of the free group Fn of rank n generated by
x1;x2; : : : ;xn modulo the relations

(1) ŒŒxi1
;xi2

;xi3
; � � � ;xil

�D 1 if is D it for some 1� s; t � l ;

(2) ŒŒx
n1

i1
;x

n2

i2
;x

n3

i3
; � � � ;x

nl

il
�D ŒŒxi1

;xi2
;xi3

; � � � ;xil
�n1n2���nl .

Proposition 2.3 Let X be a path connected space with weak LS –category less than 2.
Then there is a homomorphism

eX W Kn �!Kn.X /� ŒX
n;J.X /�

given on any generator xi of Kn by eX .xi/D xi :
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Proof The existence of the homomorphism eX follows readily from the definition of
Kn and Proposition 2.2.

This homomorphism can be generalized in the following way.

Corollary 2.4 Let X be a path connected space with weak LS –category less than 1,
M a path connected topological monoid and f W X �!M a pointed map. Then there
is homomorphism

ef W Kn �! ŒX n;M �

ef .xi/D J.f /�.xi/;given by

where J.f /W J.X .k// �!M is a homomorphism of topological monoids such that
J.f /jX D f and J.f /� W ŒX

n;J.X /� �! ŒX n;M � is induced by the map J.f /.

Proposition 2.5 (Cohen [2]) Let X be a path connected space with weak LS –
category less than 1, M a path-connected topological monoid and f W X �!M a
pointed map. Suppose that the q -th power Œf �q D 1 in the group ŒX;M �. Then the
homomorphism �f W Kn �! ŒX n;M � factors through the quotient group K

Z=q
n .

Generalization to Kn.k/.X /

Definition 2.6 Let k � n. Define Kn.k/.X/ to be the subgroup of ŒX n;J.X .k//�

generated by the homotopy classes fxi1
jxi2
j � � � jxik

g for 1 � ij � n and 1 � j � k ,
where fxi1

jxi2
j � � � jxik

g is represented by the composite

X n
pi1���ik
�! X .k/ E

�! J.X .k//;

where E W X .k/ �! J.X .k// is the canonical inclusion and pi1���ik
W X n �!X .k/ is

given by
pi1���ik

.x1;x2; � � � ;xn/D xi1
^ � � � ^xik

:

Notice that in the case k D 1, the group Kn.1/.X / is the Cohen group Kn.X /.

Proposition 2.7 (Lemma 2.2, [12]) Let X be a path connected space with weak
LS –category less than 2. Then, in the group ŒX n;J.X .k//�, the following identities
hold:

(1) fxi1
jxi2
j � � � jxik

g D 1 if is D it for some 1� s < t � k ;
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(2) ŒŒfxi1
jxi2
j � � � jxik

g; fxikC1
jxikC2

j � � � jxi2k
g;� � �

� � �; fxi.l�1/kC1
jxi.l�1/kC2

j � � � jxilk
g�D 1

if is D it for some 1� s< t � kl , where ŒŒa1; a2; � � �; al �D Œ� � � Œa1; a2�; � � �; �; al �

with Œx;y�D x�1y�1xy ;

(3) ŒŒfxi1
jxi2
j� � �jxik

gn1 ; fxikC1
jxikC2

j� � �jxi2k
gn2 ;� � �

� � �; fxi.l�1/kC1
jxi.l�1/kC2

j� � �jxilk
gnl �D

ŒŒfxi1
jxi2
j� � �jxik

g; fxikC1
jxikC2

j� � �jxi2k
g;� � �

� � �; fxi.l�1/kC1
jxi.l�1/kC2

j� � �jxilk
g�n1n2���nl
:

Remark Relation .3/ follows from relation .2/ (see for example [2]).

Recall from [6] that the group Kn.k/ is defined combinatorially as follows:
(1) generators are the words fxi1

jxi2
j � � � jxik

g with 1� ij � n for 1� j � k ;

(2) relations are given by identities .1/� .3/ in Proposition 2.7.

Let q be an integer. The group K
Z=q
n .k/ is the quotient group of Kn.k/ modulo

the following additional relations:

(3) fxi1
jxi2
j � � � jxik

gq D 1 for each generator fxi1
jxi2
j � � � jxik

g.

Proposition 2.8 Let X be a path connected space with weak LS –category less than 2.
Then there is a homomorphism

eX W Kn.k/ �! ŒX n;J.X .k//�

given on any generator fxi1
jxi2
j � � � jxik

g of Kn.k/ by

eX .fxi1
jxi2
j � � � jxik

g/D fxi1
jxi2
j � � � jxik

g:

Proof The existence of the homomorphism eX follows immediately from the definition
of Kn.k/ and Proposition 2.7.

Corollary 2.9 Let X be a path connected space with weak LS –category less than 2,
M be a path connected topological monoid and f W X .k/ �!M a pointed map. By
the definition of Kn.k/, the homomorphism

ef W Kn.k/ �! ŒX n;M �;

ef .fxi1
jxi2
j � � � jxik

g/D J.f /�.fxi1
jxi2
j � � � jxik

g/;given by

is well-defined, where J.f /W J.X .k// �! M is a homomorphism of topological
monoids such that J.f /jX .k/ D f and J.f /� W ŒX

n;J.X .k//��! ŒX n;M � is induced
by the map J.f /.
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Lemma 2.10 Let X be a path connected space with weak LS –category less than 2,
M a path connected topological monoid and f W X .k/ �!M a pointed map. Suppose
that the q -th power Œf �q D 1 in the group ŒX .k/;M �. Then the homomorphism
ef W Kn.k/ �! ŒX n;M � factors through the quotient group K

Z=q
n .k/.

Proof The image under ef of the element fxi1
jxi2
j � � � jxik

gq is represented by the
composite

X n
pi1���ik
�! X .k/ E

�! J.X .k//
J .f /
�! J.M /

q
�! J.M / �!M:

As Œf �q D 1, the composite is null homotopic. Thus the assertion follows.

Generalization to Hn.X / By the suspension splitting theorem (2–1), the inclusion

Jn�1.X / �! Jn.X /

induces a tower of group epimorphisms

ŒJ.X /;�Y � �! � � � �! ŒJn.X /;�Y � �! � � � �! ŒX; �Y �;

and there is a group isomorphism between ŒJ.X /;�Y � and the inverse limit

ŒJ.X /;�Y �Š lim
n
ŒJn.X /;�Y �:

Let qn W X
n �! Jn.X / be the quotient map. Then by the suspension splitting theorem

(2–1), there is a group monomorphism

q�n W ŒJn.X /;J.X /� �! ŒX n;J.X /�

for each n.

Definition 2.11 Let Hn.X / be the subgroup of ŒJn.X /;J.X /� defined by

ŒJn.X /;J.X /�\Kn.X /:

There is an equivalent definition for the groups Hn.X / which is more suitable for
generalization. Recall that Jn.X / is the coequalizer of the inclusions ij W X

n�1�!X n

for 1� j � n. These inclusions induce projections

i�j W ŒX
n;Y � �! ŒX n�1;Y �

for 1� j � n and any space Y . Thus there are projections dj W Kn.X /�!Kn�1.X /

given by

dj .xi/D

8<:
xi for i < j

1 for i D j

xi�1 for i > j for 1� j � n.
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Lemma 2.12 The diagram of group homomorphisms

(2–2) Kn
eX //

dj
����

Kn.X /

dj
����

Kn�1

eX // Kn�1.X /

commutes for every 1� j � n.

Proof The proof follows immediately from the definitions.

Define the group Hn.X / to be the equalizer of homomorphisms dj for 1 � j � n.
From the above discussion, it follows readily that the two definitions of Hn.X / are
equivalent. Now from the second definition of Hn.X /, as di jHn.X /D dj jHn.X /

for 1� i; j � n, there are homomorphisms pn W Hn.X / �!Hn�1.X / such that the
diagram

Hn.X / //

pn

��

Kn.X /

dj����
Hn�1.X / // Kn�1.X /

commutes for 1� j � n. Selick and Wu [8] proved that there is a progroup

H1.X / �! � � � �!Hn.X / �! � � � �!H0.X /

where H1.X / is given by the inverse limit

H1.X /D lim
n
Hn.X /:

In [6] we recalled the combinatorial group Hn as the equalizer of the projections
pj W Kn �!Kn�1 for 1 � j � n. The definition of Hn in this setting goes back to
Cohen [2].

Proposition 2.13 Let X be a path connected space with weak LS –category less
than 2. Then there is a homomorphism

eX W Hn �!Hn.X /� ŒJn.X /;J.X /�
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such that the diagram

Hn
eX //

��

ŒJn.X /;J.X /�

��
Kn

eX // ŒX n;J.X /�

commutes.

Proof Notice that the group ŒJn.X /;J.X /� can be thought of as the equalizer of
the projections i�j W ŒX

n;J.X /� �! ŒX n�1;J.X /�. The existence of the homomor-
phism eX W Hn �! ŒJn.X /;J.X /� follows readily from the existence of eX W Kn �!

Kn.X / � ŒX
n;J.X /�, the fact that the groups Hn and Hn.X / are the equalizers

of appropriate projections on Kn and Kn.X /, respectively , and that diagram (2–2)
commutes.

Corollary 2.14 Let X be a path connected space with weak LS –category less than 2,
M be a path connected topological monoid and f W X �!M a pointed map. Then
there is a homomorphism

ef W Hn �! ŒJn.X /;M �

given by ef D J.f /� ı eX .

Corollary 2.15 Let X be a path connected space with weak LS –category less than 2,
M a path connected topological monoid and f W X �!M a pointed map. Suppose that
the q -th power Œf �q D 1 in the group ŒX;M �. Then the homomorphism ef W Hn �!

ŒJn.X /;M � factors through the quotient group HZ=q
n .

Generalization to H.l/n .X / Further on, we want to find a geometrical analogue of
the combinatorial group H.l/n defined in [6, Definition 2.7].

Proposition 2.16 The group ŒJn.X
.l//;J.X /� is the equalizer of the restriction of the

projections Dj W Kln.X / �!Kl.n�1/.X /, that is,

Kln.X /
T�Tn�1

sD0

�Tl
jD1 Ker i�

slC1

��
D0

::

��
: Dn�1

��

Kl.n�1/.X /
T�Tn�2

sD0

�Tl
jD1 Ker i�

slC1

��
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where the projection Dj is given by

Dj .xi/D

8<:
xi for i < lj

1 for lj C 1� i � .l C 1/j

xi�1 for .l C 1/j < i

for 0� j � n� 1.

Proof Notice that the composite

X ln
�!X .l/

� � � � �X .l/„ ƒ‚ …
n

�! Jn.X
.l//

induces a group monomorphism

ŒJn.X
.l//;J.X /� �! ŒX .l/

� � � � �X .l/„ ƒ‚ …
n

;J.X /� �! ŒX ln;J.X /�:

Let dj denote the following projection

X .l/
� � � � �X .l/„ ƒ‚ …

n

�!X .l/
� � � � �

bX .l/ � � � �X .l/„ ƒ‚ …
n�1

for 1� j � n.

Let ij W X
l �!X lC1 denote the usual coordinate inclusion

ij .x1; : : : ;xl/D .x1; : : : ;xj�1;�;xj ; : : :xl/:

Notice that if

˛ 2 ŒX ln;J.X /�\ ŒX .l/
� � � � �X .l/„ ƒ‚ …

n

;J.X /�;

then

˛ 2

n�1\
sD0

0@ l\
jD1

Ker i�slCj

1A :
Now it is clear that ŒJn.X

.l//;J.X /� is

eq.D0; : : : ;Dn�1/
\0@n�1\

sD0

0@ l\
jD1

Ker i�slCj

1A1A
where eq.f1; : : : ; fn/ stands for the equalizer of maps f1; : : : ; fn .
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Definition 2.17 Define the group H.l/n .X/ to be the subgroup of ŒJn.X
.l//;J.X/�

given by the equalizer of the projections

Kln.X /
T�Tn�1

sD0

�Tl
jD1 Ker i�

slC1

��
D0

::

��
: Dn�1

��

Kl.n�1/.X /
T�Tn�2

sD0

�Tl
jD1 Ker i�

slC1

��
:

From the definition of H.l/n .X /, as Di jH.l/n .X /
DDj jH.l/n .X /

for every 1� i; j � n,

there is a homomorphism pn W H.l/n .X / �!H.l/
n�1

.X / such that the diagram

(2–3) H.l/n .X / //

pn

��

Kln.X /

Dj
����

H.l/
n�1

.X / // Kl.n�1/.X /

commutes for 0� j � n� 1.

Lemma 2.18 There is a progroup

H.l/.X / �! � � � �!H.l/n .X / �! � � � �!H.l/
0
.X /

where H.l/.X / is given by the inverse limit

H.l/.X /D lim
pn

H.l/n .X /:

Proof The map pn W H.l/n .X / �! H.l/
n�1

.X / is obtained as the map of equalizers
induced by the epimorphisms Dj . Thus pn is an epimorphism for every n> 0.

Proposition 2.19 For every n> 0, there is a homomorphism

eX W H.l/n �!H.l/n .X /� ŒJn.X
.l//;J.X /�

such that the diagram

H.l/n

eX //

��

ŒJn.X
.l//;J.X /�

��
Kln

eX // ŒX ln;J.X /�

commutes.
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Proof The statement follows immediately from the definition of the groups H.l/n and
H.l/n .X/ and the existence of the homomorphism eX W Kln!ŒX

ln;J.X/�.

Corollary 2.20 Let X be a path connected space with weak LS –category less than 1,
M be a path connected topological monoid and f W X �!M a pointed map. Then
there is a homomorphism

ef W H.l/n �! ŒJn.X
.l//;M �

given by ef D J.f /� ı eX .

Corollary 2.21 Let X be a path connected space with weak LS –category less than 2,
M a path connected topological monoid and f W X �!M a pointed map. Suppose that
the q -th power Œf �q D 1 in the group ŒX;M �. Then the homomorphism ef W H

.l/
n �!

ŒJn.X
.l//;M � factors through the quotient group Z=qH.l/n .

Generalization to H.l/.k/n .X /

Definition 2.22 Define the group H.l/.k/n .X / to be the subgroup of the group
ŒJn.X

.l//;J.X .k//� given by the equalizer of the projections

Kln.k/.X /
T�Tn�1

sD0

�Tl
jD1 Ker i�

slC1

��
D0

::

��
: Dn�1

��

Kl.n�1/.k/.X /
T�Tn�2

sD0

�Tl
jD1 Ker i�

slC1

��
:

where the homomorphisms Di are induced by those from Definition 2.17.

From the definition of H.l/.k/n .X /, as Di jH.l/.k/n .X /
D Dj jH.l/.k/n .X /

for every 1 �

i; j � n, there is a homomorphism pn W H.l/.k/n .X / �! H.l/.k/
n�1

.X / such that the
following diagram

H.l/.k/n .X / //

pn

��

Kln.k/.X /

Dj
����

H.l/.k/
n�1

.X / // Kl.n�1/.k/.X /

commutes for 0� j � n� 1.
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Lemma 2.23 There is a progroup

H.l/.k/.X / �! � � � �!H.l/.k/n .X / �! � � � �!H.l/.k/
0

.X /

where H.l/.k/.X / is given by the inverse limit

H.l/.k/.X /D lim
pn

H.l/.k/n .X /:

Proof The map pn W H.l/.k/n .X / �!H.l/.k/
n�1

.X / is obtained as the map of equalizers
induced by the epimorphisms Dj . Thus pn is an epimorphism for every n> 0.

The combinatorial group H.l/.k/n is defined in the predecessor paper [6, Definition 2.9].

Proposition 2.24 There is a homomorphism

eX W H.l/.k/n �!H.l/.k/n .X /� ŒJn.X
.l//;J.X .k//�

such that the diagram

H.l/.k/n

eX //

��

ŒJn.X
.l//;J.X .k//�

��
Kln.k/

eX // ŒX ln;J.X .k//�

commutes.

Proof The statement follows immediately from the definition of the group H.l/.k/.X/
and the existence of the homomorphism eX W Kln.k/!ŒX

ln;J.X .k//�.

Corollary 2.25 Let X be a path connected space with weak LS –category less than 2,
M be a path connected topological monoid and f W X .k/ �!M a pointed map. Then
there is a homomorphism

ef W H.l/.k/n �! ŒJn.X
.l//;M �

given by ef D J.f /� ı eX .

Corollary 2.26 Let X be a path connected space with weak LS –category less than 2,
M a path connected topological monoid and f W X .k/ �!M a pointed map. Suppose
that the q -th power Œf �q D 1 in the group ŒX .k/;M �. Then the homomorphism
ef W H

.l/.k/
n �! ŒJn.X

.l//;M � factors through the quotient group Z=qH.l/.k/n .
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3 Application: Whitehead products and James–Hopf maps

James–Hopf maps Let X be a pointed space. The James–Hopf map

Hk W J.X / �! J.X .k//

is combinatorially defined by

Hk.x1x2 : : :xn/D
Y

1�i1<i2<���<ik�n

.xi1
xi2

: : :xik
/

with right lexicographical order in the product.

The James–Hopf map can be also defined more geometrically. Let X have a homotopy
type of a C W complex. Then using the simple combinatorial structure of the James
construction J.X /, there can be made a preferred choice (inductively on the James
filtration Jn.X /) of the homotopy equivalence

� W †.J.X //'†�†X �!

1_
iD0

†X .i/:

Furthermore, consider the adjoint of �

� W �†X �!�
� 1_
iD0

†X .i/
�
;

and the pinch map

qk W

1_
iD0

X .i/
�!X .k/

which sends X .i/ to the base point if i ¤ k and which is the identity when restricted
to X .k/ . Now, the k -th James–Hopf map

Hk W �†X �!�†X .k/

is defined as the composite �†.qk/ ı � .

In this paper we shall take advantage of the combinatorial definition of the James–Hopf
map.

For each n, let Hk� W ŒX
n;J.X /� �! ŒX n;J.X .k//� be the function induced by the

map Hk . Notice that Hk� is not a homomorphism of groups if n� k > 1 and X is a
non-contractible suspension. We want to study the map Hk� using the combinatorial
methods described in Section 1, namely, the relation between groups Kn and Kn.k/
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and the natural maps from X n to J.X /, J.X .k//, respectively. Therefore we proceed
by defining the combinatorial analogue

Hk W Kn DKn.1/ �!Kn.k/

of Hk� .

Definition 3.1 The function Hk W Kn DKn.1/ �!Kn.k/ is defined by setting

Hk.x
n1

i1
x

n2

i2
� � �x

nl

il
/D

Y
1�j1<���<jk�l

fxij1
jxij2
j � � � jxijk

g
nj1 nj2 ���njk

with right lexicographical order, for any word x
n1

i1
x

n2

i2
� � �x

nl

il
2Kn .

Proposition 3.2 [12, Lemma 2.3] The function Hk W Kn �!Kn.k/ is well-defined.
Furthermore, there is a commutative diagram

Kn
� //

Hk

��

Kn.X / // ŒX n;J.X /�

Hk�

��
Kn.k/

� // Kn.k/.X / // ŒX n;J.X .k//�

for any suspension X .

The algebraic analogue of the James–Hopf map Hk W T .V / �! T .V ˝k/ is the func-
torial coalgebra map induced from

Hk� W H�.�†X / �!H�.�†.X
.k///:

Lemma 3.3 The function Hk W Knt �!Knt .k/ induces a function

hk W H
.n/
t �!H.n/;.k/t

for any 1� t �1. Moreover there is a commutative diagram

(3–1) ŒJ.X .n//;J.X /�
Hk� // ŒJ.X .n//;J.X .k//�

H.n/

OO

Š

��

hk // H.n/;.k/

OO

Š

��
Coalg.T .V ˝n/;T .V //

Hk� // Coalg.T .V ˝n/;T .V ˝k//:
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Proof The first statement follows from the direct computation and the fact that H.n/t

and H.n/;.k/t are given by certain equalizers [6, Definitions 2.7, 2.9].

The top square of the diagram commutes by Proposition 3.2. In paper [6], we established
the progroup isomorphisms eW H.n/ �! Coalg.T .V ˝n/;T .V // and eW H.n/;.k/ �!
Coalg.T .V ˝n/;T .V ˝k//. By applying the homology functor, it follows that

H.n/

��

hk // H.n/;.k/

��

ŒH�.J.X
.n///;H�.J.X //�

Hk� // ŒH�.J.X
.n///;H�.J.X

.k///�

and hence the bottom square commutes by letting X run through wedges of the 2–
sphere.

The main objective of this section is the study of the Hopf invariant of a Whitehead
product. Let Wn W †X .n/ �!†X denote the n fold Whitehead product on X . Our
main result is as follows.

Theorem 3.4 Let X be a pointed space with the null homotopic reduced diagonal
x�W X �!X ^X . Then for n> k ,

J.X .n//
�Wn
�! J.X /

Hk
�! J.X .k//

is null homotopic if k does not divide n.

Proof We start by calculating the algebraic analogue of the k -th Hopf invariant of the
n–fold Whitehead product and then transfer the result to topology. The geometrical
map Hk ı�Wn induces the map

Hk ıT .ˇn/W T .V
˝n/ �! T .V ˝k/:

Wu [12] proved that the map Hk ı�!n is a loop map. Therefore the induced map
Hk ı T .ˇn/ is an algebra map which is determined by its values on V ˝n . If n

in not a multiple of k , then because of dimensional reasons Hk ı ˇn D 0, that is,
Hk ıT .ˇn/ jV˝nD 0. That shows that Hk ıT .ˇn/D 0. Now applying diagram (3–1)
proves the theorem.

Theorem 3.5 For X as in Theorem 3.4, define the map ˆW †X .4/ �!†X .4/ as

ˆD �34� �12�34C �14�23C �13�24:
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Then there is a commutative diagram

�†X .4/

�ˆ
��

�W4 // �†X

H2

��

�†X .4/
�W2.X

.2// // �†X .2/:

Proof The second Hopf invariant of the 4–fold Whitehead product

�†X .4/ �W4
�! �†X

H2
�!�†X .2/

restricted to X .4/ has as its algebraic counterpart the coalgebra map

V ˝4 ˇ4
�! T .V /

H2
�! T .V ˝2/:

Recall that

ˇ4.x1x2x3x4/D x1x2x3x4�x2x1x3x4�x3x1x2x4Cx3x2x1x4

�x4x1x2x3Cx4x1x2x3Cx4x3x1x2�x4x3x2x1:

According to the Cohen-Taylor combinatorial formulae [5] for the Hopf invariant

H2.a1a2a3a4/D a1a2a3a4C a1a3a2a4C a2a3a1a4;

the direct calculation gives

H2 ıˇ4.x1x2x3x4/D Œx1x2;x4x3�� Œx2x1;x4x3�C Œx4x1;x3x2�C Œx3x1;x4x2�:

By taking the geometrical realization of the above formulae, we obtain the map
S2.X

.2// ı ˆ, where S2.X
.2// is the 2–fold Samelson product. Notice that the

Samelson product is the adjoint of the Whitehead product. Hence by taking the (unique)
multiplicative extension, the assertion follows.

4 Application: The rate of exponent growth for the Barratt
Conjecture

In this section we are concerned with an application of combinatorial method to the
exponent problem in homotopy theory. Closely related to the exponent problem is the
Barratt Conjecture stated as follows. If f W †2X �! Y is of order pr in Œ†2X;Y �,
then

prC1 Im
�
f� W ��.†

2X / �! ��.Y /
�
D 0:
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In particular, if the identity map on †2X has order pr in Œ†2X; †2X �, then the
exponent of †2X is prC1 , that is,

prC1��.†
2X /D 0:

A stronger version of the Barratt Conjecture is concerned with the multiplicative
exponent of †2X and can be stated as follows. If f W †2X �! Y is of order pr in
Œ†2X;Y �, then

�2f W �2†2X �!�2Y

has an order bounded by prC1 in Œ�2†2X; �2Y �.

An early result due to M G Barratt [1] gave a bound on the rate of the exponent growth
for the Barratt Conjecture. The next theorem states the analogue rate of the exponent
growth but for the stronger version of the Barratt Conjecture. In this section we assume
that RD Z=pr .

Theorem 4.1 Let X D †X 0 be a suspension and let f W X �!�Y be a map such
that pr Œf � D 0 in the group ŒX; �Y �. Let J.f /W J.X / �! �Y be the canonical
multiplicative extension of f . Then the following hold.

(1) The map
J.f /jJn.X / W Jn.X / �!�Y

has order prCt in ŒJn.X /;�Y � if n< ptC1 .

(2) The composite

JptC1.X /
J .f /jJ

ptC1 .X/

�! �Y
prCt

�! �Y

is homotopic to the composite

JptC1.X /
pinch
�! X .ptC1/

pr�1.
P
�2†

ptC1�1
1^�/

�! X .ptC1/
fW

ptC1

�! J.X /
J .f /
�! �Y;

where prCt W �Y �!�Y is the prCt -th power map, fW n is the n–fold Samel-
son product and

1^ �.x1 ^ � � � ^xptC1/D x1 ^x�.2/ ^ � � � ^x�.ptC1/ W X
.ptC1/

�!X .ptC1/

is the map which permutes positions.

(3) Let gD J.f / ıfW ptC1 ı .
P
�2†

ptC1�1
1^ �/ ıpr�1 W X .ptC1/ �!�Y . Then

g is an equivariant map with respect to the symmetric group action, that is,

g ı � ' g

for any � 2†ptC1 .
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Remark The map

pr�1.
X

�2†
ptC1�1

1^ �/W X .ptC1/
�!X .ptC1/

is well-defined because X is a suspension and so ŒX .ptC1/;X .ptC1/� is an abelian
group.

Proof Recall that the ground ring R is Z=pr Z. As f W X �! �Y has order
pr , Corollary 2.15 implies that the homomorphism ef W H �! ŒJ.X /;�Y � factors
through the quotient group HZ=q , where q D pr . There is an induced homomor-
phism e

Z=q

f
W HZ=q �! ŒJ.X /;�Y �. Further, recall that there is a group isomorphism

eW HZ=q �! CoalgZ=q.T .�/;T .�//.

To show that the exponent of Jn.f / is prCt for n<ptC1 , consider first the counterpart
of the prCt -th power map prCt W J.X / �! J.X / on the level of natural coalgebra
transformations of the tensor algebra T .�/, that is, the prCt -th convolution power of
the identity IdT

�t D Id�p
rCt

W T
‰

prCt�1

�! T˝prCt �
�! T:

Note that HomR.T;T / is an algebra under the convolution product with
Coalg.T;T / �HomR.T;T /. The identity 1 in the ring HomR.T;T / is the composite

1W T
�
�!R

�
�! T:

Let IdD IdT �1 in HomR.T;T / which is represented by the composite

IdW T �! IT �! T:

Then

Id�p
rCt

D .1C Id/p
rCt

D 1C

prCtX
kD1

�
prCt

k

�
Id
�k

D 1C

�
prCt

pt

�
Id
�pt

C

prCtX
kDptC1

�
prCt

k

�
Id
�k

in HomR.T;T / because
�
prCt

i

�
� 0 mod pr for 1 < i < pt . The k -th convolution

power Id
�k

is represented by the composite

T
‰k�1
�! T˝k

�! IT˝k �
�! T:
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Now the restriction map Id
�k
jJptD 0 for k > pt because IT˝k is a summand of

Tk and a collection of Tj ’s with j > k . Moreover, Id
�pt

jJpt is represented by the
composite

Jp.V / �! Tpt .V /D V ˝pt

P
�2†

pt

�! V ˝pt

�! T .V /;

where †pt acts on V ˝pt

by permuting positions. It follows that

Id
�pt

T 2 ker
�
Coalg.Jpt ;T / �! Coalg.Jpt�1;T /

�
Š LieR.pt /

represented by the element
�prCt

pt

�P
�2†pt

� . We need to rewrite this element in

terms of Lie elements. Let xVn be the free R–module with a basis fx1; : : : ;xng

and let R
n be the R–submodule of xV ˝n generated by the homogenous elements

x�.1/x�.2/� � �x�.n/ for � 2 Sn . Let LieR.n/ be the R–submodule of R
n generated

by the n–fold commutators ŒŒx�.1/;x�.2/; � � �x�.n/� for � 2 Sn . Let

trn D

X
�2†n

x�.1/x�.2/ � � �x�.n/ 2 n �
xV ˝n and

trn D

X
�2†n�1

ŒŒx1;x�.2/�;x�.3/; � � � ;x�.n/� 2 LieR.n/

be the sum of the standard basis for n and LieR.n/; respectively. As RD Z=pr ,

prCt�1.x1Cx2 � � � Cxpl /p
l

D prCt�1 trpl CW

D prCt�1.x1C v/
pl

D prCt�1ŒŒx1; v�; v; : : : v�CW 0 D prCt�1trpl CW

where v D x2Cx3C � � �xpl , W is a sum of the homogeneous terms in which one of
the xi ’s occurs at least twice and W 0 is a sum of the homogeneous terms in which the
number of occurrences of x1 is 0 or greater than 1. Thus

prCt�1 trpl D prCt�1trpl

and so

Id�p
rCt

T
D

�
prCt

pt

�
trpt

in LieR.pr /.

Being an element of the Cohen group trn has a geometrical realization given by the
composite

trW Jn.†X /
pinch
�! .†X /.n/

P
�2†n�1

id†X ^�

�! .†X /.n/
Wn
�!�†2X

�f
�!�Y
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for f W †2X �! Y .

Now consider the case when nD ptC1 . Then

e..x1 � � �xpt /p
rCt

/D 1C .
prCt

ptC1 /
P
�†pt

y�.1/ � � �y�.pt /

D 1Cpr�1q
P
�2†pt

y�.1/ � � �y�.n/:

Cohen, Moore and Neisendorfer [3] proved thatX
�2†pt�1

ŒŒy1;y�.2/; � � � ;y�.pt /��
X
�2†pt

y�.1/ � � �y�.n/ .mod p/;

where †pt�1 acts on f2; � � � ;ptg. Thus

pr�1
X

�2†pt�1

ŒŒy1;y�.2/; � � � ;y�.pt /�D pr�1
X
�2†pt

y�.1/ � � �y�.n/:

Assertions (2) and (3) follow.

For X a p–local suspension space, we now consider the special map

�n D

X
�2†n

� W X .n/
�!X .n/;

where †n acts on X by permuting positions.

Lemma 4.2 Let ˛ 2 Z.p/.†n/, such that ˛ D
P
�2†n

k�� . Then

�n ı˛ D

0@ X
�2†n

k�

1A�n:

Proof The statement follows from the observation that �nı�D�n for any permutation
� 2†n .

Lemma 4.3 Let f D
P
�2†n

k�� 2 Z.†n/, where k� 2 Z, such that the sum of the
coefficients

�.f /D
X
�2†n

k� 6� 0 .mod p/:

Let X be a p–torsion suspension of finite type. Then there exists a map

�n.f /W hocolimf X .n/
�! hocolimf X .n/
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such that the diagram

X .n/
�n //

hocolim.f /
��

X .n/

hocolimf X .n/
�n.f / // hocolimf X .n/

s

OO

commutes up to homotopy, where s W hocolimf X .n/ �! X .n/ is a map such that
hocolim.f / ı s W hocolimf X .n/ �! hocolimf X .n/ is the identity map.

Proof We may assume that �.f /D 1. Notice that

�n D f
q
ı�n ıf

r

for any q; r � 1, where f m is the m–fold composition f ıf ı � � � ıf . The assertion
follows.

Assume that X is a suspension. Let Mn.X / be the smallest functorial retract of X .n/

that contains the bottom cell in the sense of papers [9; 4].

Proposition 4.4 Let X be a suspension. Then the trace map

�n D

X
�2†n

� W X .n/
�!X .n/

factors through the smallest functorial retract Mn.X / of X .n/ .

Proof By construction of Mn.X /, there exists an idempotent en in the group algebra
Z.p/.†n/ such that enD

P
�2†n

k�� with
P
�2†n

k� D 1 and the induced geometric
map en W X

.n/ �!X .n/ has the homotopy colimit

Mn.X /D hocolimen
X .n/:

Now the result follows from Lemma 4.2.

Corollary 4.5 Let X be a suspension. Then the composite

JptC1.X /
J .f /jJ

ptC1 .X/

�! �Y
prCt

�! �Y

is homotopic to the composite

JptC1.X /
pinch
�! X .ptC1/

�!X ^MptC1�1.X / �!X .ptC1/
W

ptC1

�! J.X /
J .f /
�! �Y:
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The homology of Mn.X / is unknown for a general X . The determination of the
homology of Mn.X / is equivalent to the fundamental problem in the modular repre-
sentation theory of the symmetric group †n , that of determining the decomposition of
the group ring into indecomposable summands.

In the case of two cell complexes the homology of M.X / is well understood. Let
Sn.V / denote the n-th homogeneous component of the symmetric algebra on V .

Theorem 4.6 [4, Corollary 1.5] Let X be a two-cell suspension. Then

zH�.Mn.X //Š Sn. zH�.X //

provided that nD cpr � 1 for some 1� c � p� 1.

Theorem 4.6 gives a special meaning to Corollary 4.5, claiming that the first obstruction
to the Barratt Conjecture for a two cell complex X factors through the very small space
X ^MptC1�1.X /.

Let us consider a particular example in which pD 2. Let X be a suspension. We write
Œq�W X �!X for the co-H q -th power map for any integer q .

Proposition 4.7 Let X D Pn.2/ be the n–dimensional mod 2 Moore space with
n� 3. Then the composite

X .3/ Œ2�
�!X .3/

P
�2†3

�

�! X .3/

is null homotopic and therefore by the Theorem 1.3 .2/, the power map

8jJ4.Pn.2// W J4.P
n.2// �! J.Pn.2//'�.PnC1.2//

is null homotopic.

Proof Let .123/ be the 3–cycle in †3 and let f D .123/C .123/2C .123/3 . Then
one can check that hocolimf X .3/ ' CP2 ^ P3n�4.2/, as in [11]. By Lemma 4.3,
there exists a map �3.f /W CP2 ^P3n�4.2/ �! CP2 ^P3n�4.2/ such that the mapP
�2†3

� W X .3/ �!X .3/ is homotopic to the composite

X .3/
�! CP2

^P3n�4.2/
�3.f /
�! CP2

^P3n�4.2/ �!X .3/:

Notice that

�3.f /� W H3n�3.CP2
^P3n�4.2/IZ=2/ �!H3n�3.CP2

^P3n�4.2/IZ=2/

is zero. Thus �3.f / restricted to the bottom cell is null homotopic. Notice that
�3n�2.CP2 ^ P3n�4.2// D 0. Thus �3.f / restricted to the .3n � 2/–skeleton of
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the 4–cell complex CP2 ^ P3n�4.2/ is null homotopic. Thus there exists a map
x� W P3n.2/ �! CP2 ^P3n�4.2/ such that �3.f / is homotopic to the composite

CP2
^P3n�4.2/

q
�! P3n.2/

x�
�! CP2

^P3n�4.2/;

where q is the pinch map. Notice that the map Œ2�W P3n.2/ �! P3n.2/ is homotopic
to the composite

P3n.2/
pinch
�! S3n �

�! S3n�1
�! P3n.2/:

Thus the pinch map q W CP2 ^P3n�4.2/ �! P3n.2/, which is a suspension map, is
of exponent 2 in the group ŒCP2 ^P3n�4.2/;P3n.2/�. The assertion follows.
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